For Immediate Release May 20, 2010
CALIBER ANALYTICAL SERVICES USING CLEANSTEPSSM
WINDPOWER TO POWER THEIR LABORATORY
CAS joins the growing sustainable business community, choosing
emission-free wind energy as the next step in environmental stewardship

To learn more about our
commitment to wind energy,
please contact us at:
Caliber Analytical Services
Matthew Cohee

Towson, MD – Caliber Analytical Services (CAS) is pleased to
announce that they have committed to purchasing 100% wind energy
credits to power their business, reducing the carbon footprint of the
company and helping to cultivate a healthier community. This means
that their customers can rest easy knowing that by supporting CAS,
they are also supporting clean energy.

8851 Orchard Tree Lane
mbc@caslabs.net
410-825-1151
www.caslabs.net

Wind energy is making a big difference in America. The wind energy
that CAS uses fosters the development of new wind energy and
protects air quality.
CAS firmly believes that the small business community must do their
part to foster a better, cleaner, more sustainable energy future. They
are committed to supporting a progressive energy policy for the State
of Maryland.
In 2007, thousands of homes and hundreds of businesses purchased
CleanStepsSM Windpower from Washington Gas Energy Services
helped to prevent the harmful effects of traditional energy supplies.
The effects of their commitment are immense, and are a part of CAS’s
mission to foster a cleaner environment. By using wind energy, we are
helping the environment, and also keeping the air clean, preventing the
need for new, polluting fossil fuel power plants to meet growing energy
needs.

About Caliber Analytical
Services

CAS is a privately owned, full
service environmental testing
laboratory serving customers in
the Mid-Atlantic region; including
MD, DE, DC, PA, & VA. We
provide regulatory, due diligence,
and compliance testing for a full
suite of analyses required for
soil, groundwater, drinking water,
wastewater, and other solid and
liquid waste. Our company's
success is supported by the best
instrumentation available, and a
highly experienced staff.

